
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At the Spring 1989 London ATEI show, Atari released a world first that would influence and change all gaming, not just 
racing games.   
 

Hard Drivin’ from Atari was a simulator.  If Out Run was bubblegum pop, then Hard Drivin’ would be thrash metal.  Nei-
ther are wrong, but they’re very, very different.  This game made it clear before you even sat within the cockpit that it 
was very special.  You had to play.   You just had to.  After 13 years since I first played this game the penny finally 
dropped.  It’s called Hard Drivin’ because it was hard!  The game itself was dreadfully difficult to control and whilst a 
‘must play’ for the novelty of using a simulator, it was certainly an experience that left you feeling a bit underwhelmed.  
Maybe I was just rubbish at it—some people claim to have played for hours on end, lap after lap.   
 

So you had to play it and probably just two or three times.  But it wasn’t gameplay that this machine is remembered for. 
Nor is it remembered for the graphics—even though it was the first polygonal racer on wide release.   We’d played filled 
3D games like FA/18 Interceptor on the Amiga since the previous summer.  So what’s special about it?  Well it was an en-
gineering masterpiece and that goes for both hardware and software.  Hard Drivin’ pioneered the route for the rosy fu-
ture of racing games.  That’s why it’s special.  
 

The game had an ignition key to turn before the engine would start.   It had a force feedback wheel (which turned in 
demo mode and scared passers by), it had clear crisp graphics (and look at the quality draw distance).  Graphics were  
slower than previous games but they were much smoother.  It didn’t stop there.  The game had a ‘H-gate’ gear lever and 
a working clutch.  Even the track was unique—gone with the dips and hills, in with the loop-the-loop, banked corners and 
bridges.  And two more innovations—the ghost car and a replay mode.  Oh yes, for the first time we could race against 
our own lap time.  Assuming of course you could make a full lap.  I never did! 
 

Hard Drivin’ was no revolution in gameplay qualities,  it was a game which showed new ideas and influenced the world of 
programmers, engineers and designers.  Looking back, this game didn’t have a learning curve, it was impossible the min-
ute you dropped a coin in.  It was too hard for arcade use and too shallow for home conversions which followed.  Game 
issues like these are to be expected of innovators and we should give Atari a big thumbs up for what was their last inno-
vative arcade racer.  Engineering skills like this would not be seen for a number of years afterwards. 

Above:  First Videogame Chopper Cam? 


